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Birthdays, Basketball, and Breaking Bread:
Negotiating with Class in Contemporary

Black America

John L. Jackson

Party Politics, or the Two-Party System

On a particularly hot and humid summer day,
Paul, an African American architect living and
working in New York City, celebrated his thirty-
first birthday with an extravagant party. In fact,
he had two of them: the first with old friends
and family members in his mother's Bedford-
Stuyvesant apartment that afternoon; the second
inside his friend Wilson's plush Harlem brown-
stone and lasting well into the wee hours of the
morning. Paul scheduled these two separate
parties (replete with distinct guest lists) because,
as he puts it, "it's really like I have two lives."
Today, he is an up-and-coming professional who
hobnobs with other six-figure-salaried black
Americans from across the country and jet-sets
to Caribbean Islands for occasional attempts at
rest and relaxation. However, before his five-year
sojourn at a southern university and his well-
paying position in a small architectural firm,
Paul was born in a lower-income housing project,
attended city public schools through twelfth
grade, and spent most of his teenage years with a
single mother, older sister, and younger brother in
a one-bedroom apartment not more than 20 min-
utes away from the block where he was born and
raised.

Paul's life story could easily make sense as a
rags-to-riches tale of upward social mobility, one
of those tales that continue to keep Americans
dreaming. But what stands out about Paul's story
is its interesting concretization into two separate
birthday fetes - along with his specific explan-
ations for that double bash: "It's like I have to be

two different people," he offers, shaking his head
as he briskly rakes five short, stubby fingers over
and through his recently trimmed, tightly curled
black hair. The fingers of his other hand steady a
cigarette between his lips. We're sitting across
a dining room table in his girlfriend Laura's
place, a nicely furnished condo just outside of
the city, one of those relatively close parts of
New Jersey that just seem to get more and more
expensive every housing market year. Paul sits up
purposefully as he speaks, checking his watch
periodically for Laura's imminent return from
the store.

P A U L : So, it can just be easier to let my two parts stay
apart, you know. I don't want people feeling
uncomfortable around other people because
they don't talk the same language, or do the
same things or am'thing like that, so I'd just
as soon keep them apart. That cuts down on
the drama. It cuts down on the drama for every-
body — especially myself....I got my peers
from work and that environment, business and
professional, the movers and the shakers, and
my peops from way back when I used to run
around in the streets like a wild man. Now and
then.

Paul's is an almost proverbial tale of the black
middle class, ever positioned betwixt and between
seemingly discrete and easily separable social
worlds: the rich and the*poor, the black and the
white. Today many people are taking a renewed
interest in the trials and tribulations of these rela-
tively well-off African Americans.1 Recent litera-
ture on the black middle class has been both
quantitative and qualitative, charting the group's
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condition (in terms of occupation, residency, edu-
cation, and income) vis-a-vis the white middle
class, chronicling some of its members' often ar-
duous j'ourneys from socioeconomic slavery to
freedom, and describing the cumulative impact
that racism has had on even African Americans
who have achieved a modicum of economic
success.

The black middle-class experience has received
a great deal of critical attention lately. Tradition-
ally, poor (and usually minority) communities
have served as the most frequent and fecund
sites for social scientific research — either because
the poor are often powerless to protest or because
policy-makers and politicians have been preoccu-
pied with explaining the causes of perpetual urban
poverty. Anthropologists were once maj'or players
in the academic and popular discourse on the
black underclass, introducing the notion of "cul-
ture" into the debates and helping to solidify
(sometimes inadvertently) or challenge the "cul-
ture of poverty" and its assertion about poor
people's pathological and ghetto-specific behav-
iors as ultimate explanation for what keeps them
trapped below the poverty line.3

Even with the growing interest in black middle-
class lives, a good deal of important information is
sometimes left out of discussions about how class
affects the daily experiences of black citizens.
Many people give the same party line, arguing
that with affirmative action and 1960s anti-dis-
crimination legislation, the contemporary black
middle class has exercised an unprecedented resi-
dential freedom, leaving the black poor behind to
fend for themselves — with little or no social inter-
action between the two groups. Studies based on
this premise downplay the black middle class's
continued relationships with lower-classed Afri-
can Americans, foregrounding their estrangement
as one of the major reasons for many poor blacks'
inability to escape poverty. I want to focus a bit on
the intraracial, class-stratified contexts wherein
African Americans are forced to negotiate class
differences in their everyday lives.4 Harlem resi-
dents not only have life histories that transcend
the discrete categories of "black underclass" and
"black middle class," they not only live in close
proximity to other residents with markedly differ-
ent socioeconomic realities, they also have social

interactions that cut across many class lines. In
Paul's case, he recognizes and negotiates class-
inflected differences within his familial and
friendship networks by carving kith and kin into
two discrete social groupings for his birthday cele-
bration. He has one party for his professional
friends, "the black movers and shakers...my
peers," and another for his "peops,"5 the people
who know him from when he hung out in the
street "like a wild man." Paul thus sets the param-
eters for an important distinction between "peers"
and "peops" that meshes with and foregrounds
class-based concerns. Peers and peops stand in as
proxies for different members of his multiclassed
world:

P A U L : I mean, I don't know how different they are.
Just makes me feel more comfortable. Because
people have very, very different kinds of lives.
So they won't like the same things, talk about
the same kind of things, even talk the same
way, and it just, I don't know, we'll see.
But people like different things. Some have
Masters degrees and these kinds of things.
Big deal jobs. My mom hasn't been to college.
Most of my family hasn't been. This is the
truth.

Of course, Paul's dualistic approach to class
differences among the people he knows is hardly
the only way to go about dealing with disparities in
education, occupation, interests and lifestyle,
tastes, speech patterns, behavior, and social ex-
periences. These are all areas that Paul slices in
half and connects to the "very, very different"
attendees of his two parties. These people are
almost all African American; race doesn't distin-
guish the groups, but class-inflected differences
most certainly do. Paul invokes these class-marked
differences to justify the need for two separate
social gatherings in celebration of his one birth-
day.6

[...] The actual life histories and socioeco-
nomic trajectories of several African Americans
in Harlem [are] histories that, I argue, transcend
crudely wrought class categories. These are folks
who live, work, and play next to differently
classed neighbors. These kinds of class-varied
mfraneighborhood demographics are often disre-
garded for a twofold geographical framework of
underclass prisoners and middle-class expatri-
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ates. Recent social science research shows that
differently classed African Americans are more
likely than their white counterparts to share the
same general areas. However, as real as this geo-
graphical contiguity may be, it says little about
the actual nature of the social exchanges people
have across class lines. [Below] I examine a few of
the actual relationships that several Harlem resi-
dents have with friends, family members, and
acquaintances from different socioeconomic pos-
itions, residents forced to deal with various classes
of African Americans every single day of their
lives.

"The Peops" versus "the Peers"

Many of the folks who attended Paul's two get-
togethers didn't even live in Harlem. The second
party's attendees, "the peers," were from places
like Greenwich Village, different parts of New
Jersey and even California (a friend in town for
the weekend). Most of the people in his first party,
"the peops," lived in Brooklyn — where many of
them have always lived. They grew up with Paul -
a few (like his Uncle Ronny and Cousin Dee) in
the same low-income housing complex that was
his social world for a good portion of his life. The
rest of the peops at the first party either knew
Paul's family very well or were his extended
family: Aunt Leslie from Brownsville, cousins
from different parts of Brooklyn and the Bronx,
and, especially, his 62-year-old mother, sitting
like a proud matriarch on her living room sofa.
Some of Paul's "running buddies" from "back
then" attended as well. Jimmy, 33, is living in
the same apartment he lived in when they were
kids. Still with his mother, Jimmy's been un-
employed for the past two years. Another old
friend, Tim, also in his early thirties, talks long-
ingly about wanting to be a firefighter, but he's
currently selling "warm" electronics on the street
and off the books. Devon, late thirties, was like a
mentor to Paul and his other buddies when they
were younger; now he's a bus driver for the city
and doing "pretty damn well," in Paul's estima-
tion, especially relative to what some of the people
from their old neighborhood are doing for a living.
Tim, Jimmy, Paul, and Devon don't get together
often these days, at least not as much as they claim

they'd like to, but whenever they do, as at his early
birthday party, they still talk as if they "never
missed a day," with a familiarity that belies their
brief and infrequent encounters. During the peops
party, the guys ended up in a kind of ad hoc rap
session in the back bedroom over a foldout table
and a game of cards:

JIMMY: There ain't no way we could ever, I don't
think, not be tight. That just ain't possible to
me. It -

PAUL: [interrupting]: We are brothers, we are
brothers, we are family, you don't speak,
you do speak, but you always thinking
about family, and they know you thinking
about them. You don't have to see each
other every day or nothing like that to know
that.

J IMMY: That's what I'm trying to say.
D E V O N : Man, but it ain't like old times. I mean, we

used to run tight. All day and night like that.
JIMMY: True. True. True.
PAUL: Brother's gotta work and get that paper to-

gether.
J IMMY: Make it happen.
DEVON: You gotta grow up and do your thing, no

doubt, I just know we used to roll hard.

Curlicues of smoke filled the room as the men
enjoyed one another's company and memories.
They all talked about how close they felt to one
another, but with a slight tinge of loss since their
friendship's childhood dynamics (which, they
claim, were more "tight" than they are now)
have changed, as if the bonds that once bound
them together have loosened just a bit - in ways
that can't easily or fully be restored.

Paul's mother lives by herself most of the time,
even though relatives from out of town, or just
crashing overnight from other boroughs, often
stay in this second room, where Paul, Devon,
Jimmy, and Tim played cards. The hallway and
living room areas, where most of the attendees
mingled, glittered with party decorations taped
up to the ceiling, cursive "happy birthdays" accor-
dioned across the walls. The lights were dim; the
place was dark. A record player pumped out
mostly old 1960s Motown tunes and 1980s soul
music. The younger kids danced enthusiastically
but eventually managed to get a tape from the rap
group De La Soul into a cassette deck over quite a
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few adult objections. Paul surveyed his well-
wishers and shouted to me over a hip-hop tune's
extra-heavy bass line: "I could go broke tomorrow,
and they would still be there for me. They would
still love me. They would still say 'that is Paul.' All
the other stuff is extra."

Although three people who were at the first
party also attended the second one (Paul's
girlfriend, his uncle, and me), most of his family
only took part in the first. When Paul got himself
ready to leave for his second engagement, everyone
simply kissed him, congratulated him, and offered
him their best wishes. Some didn't even know that
he had another party brewing for later on. Paul's
Aunt Mary, an elementary school cook or custodian
("or both" - Paul's not sure), offered this response
to my passing query about the other party: "Paul
is a grown man. He don't have time to just be
hanging with us all day. He got his own life and
his own business. I'm just glad I get a chance to see
him. I'm too proud." Paul's mother smilingly puts
that second party in perspective: "This is where
his family is. He'll tell you that. He'll tell you that
himself. If you ask him, he'll tell you that."

Paul's girlfriend Laura, his Uncle Rudy, and I
prepared ourselves to leave with him, informal
escorts to the next shindig. In fact, Paul almost
didn't tell me about this early "peops" gathering
and instead had me earmarked for only the
"peers" event that evening. "I just didn't think
to tell you about it," he explained about my early
peer-placement. Paul assured me that he thought
it was a good idea that I had come along to the
peops party after all: "I guess I thought, I don't
know what I thought, but then I said, this might be
interesting for you to see my family since you have
never really seen them that much. You don't really
know that part of my life."

Paul conceptualizes some of the difference be-
tween the two parties in terms of business rela-
tionships versus nonbusiness relationships, a line
that is not easily crossed. He thinks Laura makes
the move better than most:

PAUL: The second one [party] we were gonna
talk business, talking about making money,
getting things done. It was more business. I
knew we would have a good time, don't get me
wrong, but we are going to be making moves as

well. Wil[son] had made sure some really inter-
esting people were gonna come. That is why
Laura is so bad. That is what is so cool about
her. She can roll anywhere. We can be at a hip-
hop concert, at a, a play, at a business meeting,
what have you, and she is perfect in all those
places. That's the kind of woman you need.
Someone who is just comfortable in all kinds
of circles and arenas. She does that better
than me.

Laura is able to bridge the peers-peops, business—
nonbusiness divide rather skillfully, a talent Paul
admittedly finds essential.

By the time we left the first party, the place
looked well spent. It had started slowly that after-
noon at about 3:00 and lasted until 9:00 — at which
point Paul, Laura, and I traveled to Paul's house
so that he could change clothes before we took
off for round two. Rudy caught up with us there.
Wilson's place was larger and several folks milled
about on both floors. A soft and mellow instru-
mental jazz tune massaged our eardrums. Wilson,
the official host, had only invited the black profes-
sionals with whom he and Paul often hang
out, imposing their own brand of self-selected,
self-enforced two-worldliness on Paul's social uni-
verse, a two-worldliness analogous to many social
scientists' understandings of black America as bi-
furcated into two estranged and mutually isolated
halves. However, this bifurcation isn't a function
of Paul's having no access to poorer, less success-
ful blacks. It is contingent on the fact that he does
have such contact, and unavoidably so. Despite his
big-digit salary and his post-baccalaureate success,
Paul still has relationships with differently classed
African Americans that he must think about and
negotiate. That summer, those interactions had
the seemingly trivial effect of forcing him to
throw two separate parties for at least two
"very, very different" parts of his social network.
Other Harlemites' social networks show some
of the same socioeconomic variety that Paul's
does. I want to look at a few of these class-varied
relationships to see how people describe them.
Where and when were they formed? Do they
create particular problems for social navigation?
What do they mean to and for the people in-
volved?
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No Friends

Some of the class-stratified relationships that I
found in Harlem cut across friendships, others
through family ties. Some people are able to nego-
tiate class differences while maintaining the
vibrancy of the relationships in question; other
people recognize class differences as an insur-
mountable chasm across which meaningful and
substantive relationships have difficulty thriving.
Sometimes, when I tried to get at the issue of
friendship networks head-on, specifically query-
ing Harlemites about their friends, many adam-
antly maintained that they did not have any
friendships with differently classed people at all.
It seemed evident, however, that some of these
folks did have powerfully class-stratified social
relationships — even if they were not willing to
call them friendships during formal, tape-recorded
interviews. Zelda was one of the first people to
exemplify this very split in conspicuous ways:

JOHN: Do you know any people who are really doing
well?

ZELDA: You mean like money and stuff?
JOHN: Yeah, or whatever you think doing well

means.
Z E L D A : I know people that are happy. Not making a

lot of money, maybe, but they happy. That are
doing good. I think there is a lady down the
hall who works for the Board of Ed. I don't
really know her. We ain't really, like, close.
We speak from time to time, but I don't
really know her. I try to stay out of people's
business I figure, I don't need that aggrava-
tion.

Several months later, I first met Kate, one of
Zelda's co-workers. The two hang out and "go
clubbing" periodically, about "once every couple
weeks or so." Kate has both a B.A. and an M.A.,
and she works higher up the occupational food
chain at the center where Zelda works. "She's up
there with the bigwigs," Zelda offers. The two
women get together fairly often outside of work
and have very different socioeconomic realities,
but Zelda didn't initially point to Kate as an
example of a friend with a markedly different
socioeconomic reality — or even as a friend at all
- in some of our conversations. Likewise, Janet

doesn't seem to create space for class-varied
friendships:

JANET: I think that I have the same friends now
I've had all my life. None of them live in
Harlem because I don't know many people
in Harlem. Not that I couldn't have friends,
but now I have acquaintances. The guys who
run the store on the corner. The people who
I see around the block, most of the people. But
most of the people here are not my friends.
I'm pretty introverted. I keep to myself. I'm
not a big, "hi, hi, let's hang out" person. Espe-
cially not with somebody who might not
be positive or productive, that kind of thing.
Just wants to act like they are fools and want
you to prove you can be a fool too. Who needs
that? I got my own drama, why would I need
yours?

Janet's notion of "positive" people who are "about
something" serves as a kind of substitute phrasing
for notions of class-related success. She's quick to
admit that she is "not from the street" and doesn't
want to have to pretend that she is in order for
people to like her or want to be around her. Janet
also claims that she doesn't really know that many
people in her neighborhood. Janet's real friend-
ship network has not changed much since she
moved uptown, at least not enough to include
many members from her Harlem neighborhood.

Dexter prides himself on being able to talk to
anybody, but even he can make a case for his
substantial relationships being class homogenous:

DEXTER: It's hectic, son. We all just wanna make it,
you know what I'm saying. Living. Just
living. I know people who are living what
I'm living. Trying to get that paper. Paying
rent and trying to keep it moving. I don't run
in million dollar circles like that. Not every-
body is like you, bruh.

Dexter jokes, but he is also serious (as were Zelda
and Janet) when he maintains that he doesn't
really have friends of different class positions.
Even Paul (a person whose, varied social networks
I know first-hand), who talked specifically about
class stratification within his social networks
during subsequent discussions around the time
of his two birthday parties, made a case, during
one of our more formal interview sessions early in
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my fieldwork, for the fact that he only had friend-
ships with people in the same socioeconomic pos-
ition he occupies:

JOHN: Tell me more about your friends. Who are they,
and what do they do?

PAUL: I hang out with people at work. People at the
gym where I work out. People who do what I do
or go places where I go, and they are mostly
pretty well-off, I guess. We can relate to each
other.

JOHN: Why do you think that is? That you hang out
with people from work?

PAUL: We relate. You share things with people that
have experienced some of the same things. You
know what I'm talking about? That is important.
You won't agree on everything, but you have
things in common.

JOHN: Things like what?
PAUL: The job for one. Things you like to do. They'll

be people you went to school with. You have
those things in common. Or you just happen to
do the same work.

The first time I ever met Paul face to face, I
conducted the interview from which the above is
excerpted. I can almost remember him saying the
words. They seemed clear, precise, measured, and
sensible. However, half a year later, after the
birthday parties, after going back through some
of this material, it stood out as problematic. Paul
did have friends that he called "friends" who were
not colleagues from the job, who did not share the
same occupation, and who weren't even working
full-time. I was able to revisit these earlier re-
sponses after the birthday parties had come and
gone, asking him again about the class stratifica-
tion he did not mention earlier:

JOHN: What about your boys, the ones from the party?
Jimmy and those guys.

PAUL: Dev and Jimmy and those guys. I guess that
is true. It's definitely true. Yeah, but I don't
see them that often. I'm usually busy working.

JOHN: How often do you see them?
PAUL: Maybe once a month, but they are definitely my

boys. I can't forget them.

There was a kind of pattern with respect to class
and friendship networks among many of the
Harlem folks with whom I spoke. Like Paul and
Zelda, several other Harlemites at different points

in time tended to dismiss or "forget" their con-
tacts with people from different rungs of the
socioeconomic ladder. Many people found it easy
to minimize all nonfamilial relationships, often
going so far as to say that they have no close
friendships whatsoever — not with anybody, re-
gardless of class differences or similarities; that it
is too "dangerous" and leads to "bullshit" or
"drama." Many people claimed that they choose
to keep to themselves instead:

DEXTER : I don't have no friends. I know people. But all
motherfuckers is triflin'. I've seen it. It's real
out here. You know what I'm saying. I mean I
know heads. I know heads, no doubt. And
they know me. And we ma)f talk or give each
other a pound or hang for a minute, but you
can't be thinking that means it's all good.
That ain't what it means. Not at all.

Brandi, too, doesn't have real friends. "I'm not
interested in that," she offers. "People try to use
you. They try to use you like that. Then you get
thrown into bullshit for some 'friend,' for 'that's
my friend.'"

Brandi, Dexter, and others reiterate time and
again that they don't necessarily have friends
or the time to actively cultivate friendships with
anyone — let alone with people of different classes.
This is an interesting theme that comes out
of many of my interviews and discussions with
Harlemites. Folks are sometimes quick to argue
that they don't have any friends at all. They don't
know people of different classes very intimately
and don't really have any relationships outside
of their familial circles that they would character-
ize as particularly close. But is that the end of
the story? As in Paul's case, many of my inform-
ants do have nonfamilial interactions with individ-
uals that look and sound like friendships even
though they may be hesitant in applying the
term. Zelda, for example, is quick to say that she,
too, is a loner:

ZELDA: I have always been the one who stayed to
herself. Always. That's what I did. I still do. I
just don't feel like I got to be up under some-
body to be happy. I don't need that. I can have
fun home. If I go out, to the movies or some-
thing, I'll take myself. That is fine. I like that.
It's less problems.
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Zelda's statement that friendships lead to
"problems" (reminiscent of Janet's earlier equa-
tion of friendships with "drama" and Brandi's
argument that friendships throw one into "bull-
shit" situations) would imply that she too has no
friends, that she even avoids friendships. Still,
Zelda has an active social life, going out every
few weekends with several women from her job.
"We usually, when we go out, it's like party, have a
few drinks, wink at some cuties and then go
home." And a couple of ladies in her "regular
posse" are doing really well in terms of most socio-
economic indicators; a few are even "bigwigs" like
Kate, that fairly high-level supervisor at the
center. Kate hangs with Zelda all the time at
work and work-related recreational activities.
"We are like just running around. She is mad
cool, too. And she has juice, so people always
want to be kissing her ass. I don't kiss her ass,
though. She's cool, but I'm not trying to kiss her
ass for it."

Even if he doesn't consider them his "friends,"
Dexter knows just about everybody he passes on
the street. The kids, the cops, the local shop
owners - many even call out to him by name.
But they aren't friends, he says, they are just
"people you know." According to Cynthia, 32, a
college graduate and office manager at a Harlem-
based educational institution, a wroman named
Karen "used to be" a friend back when they
were in high school but now is "not really" a
friend. When I first met Karen, wiry and tall,
she was hanging out on the corner of 133rd Street
and Seventh Avenue. It was early in the afternoon,
and she had on dark and dirty clothes. I had
stopped there to meet Cynthia, who was connect-
ing up with me for a visit to the Studio Museum of
Harlem. Cynthia is a bit of a fledgling artist, and I
figured it would be nice for her to see the exhibit,
particularly since she didn't get a chance to get out
to museums very much. Karen spotted Cynthia as
soon as we passed by and immediately smiled.

The two women exchanged pleasantries: what
was going on with families; who had seen whom;
details about Cynthia's Aunt Rita moving to At-
lanta with some doctor she recently married. After
about three minutes, Cynthia and I took our leave
of Karen and headed down the block toward 125th

Street. As we walked, Cynthia and I discussed
Karen a bit. Cynthia is particularly clean-cut,
well-groomed, and professional-looking if one's
standards are creased pant suits and beauty salon
hair. And Cynthia's well-groomed look made
Karen's disheveled appearance that much more
noticeable. In spite of their obvious history (a his-
tory I, as yet, knew nothing about, but could sense
even from their brief conversation in the street that
day), Cynthia seemed a bit cold and aloof toward
Karen — even a bit rude, which wasn't like her at all.
I'm not sure if Karen recognized it, but I most
certainly thought that I did. Cynthia was cordial
and polite enough, I guess, but she kept Karen at
something of a distance — possibly because she was
a bit anxious about being 15 minutes late already.
Even with Cynthia's purposeful social distance
vis-a-vis Karen, I wanted to think that I could
still glimpse, hidden beneath all of that noncha-
lance and indifference, a closeness and affection
that Cynthia held for this woman who looked old
enough to be Cynthia's mother:

CYNTHIA: She's my age. Drugs and stuff done that to
her. Because she is not that old. I know she
looks it though.

JOHN: That's awful.
CYNTHIA: Oh yeah. She and I used to be girls. We

still cool, but I mean we used to hang hard.
We were always together. She got pregnant
and got hooked on smoke—She is still
my girl, I guess, we do go back, but
she's on some other trip now. Off the
hook, you know. She's done some stupid
shit too, and all that is, she needs to try to
get help.

JOHN: Does she work?
CYNTHIA: No. On the street. Selling her body for a

smoke. And I am like, girl, are you crazy.
Her apartment is in a shambles. She has a
pretty baby, Shannon. I feel so bad for that
baby sometimes. That's who I feel bad for.
Sometimes I'll watch her [the baby] for a
bit [S]ome people don't have money, but
that is not the same thing as living in a pig
pen. We never had money when I was grow-
ing up, but we still had a nice home. Clean,
you know. With nice stuff. Being broke
ain't the same thing as being nasty and
dirtv.
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Cynthia voices a popular perception about the
difference between being a "deserving" poor
person who still has American values and being
one of those freeloading, lazy, shiftless, dirty, and
pig-pen-dwelling poor people who are poor be-
cause they refuse to do anything positive with
their lives. At the time, Cynthia had a full-time
job and a well-kept apartment. Karen was on
welfare and hadn't worked full-time in years.
That was especially terrible, in Cynthia's opinion,
because the two women started out on the same
road. Karen just veered off track. Cynthia can
begin to offer the beginnings of an argument
about her difference from Karen as a function of
the simple things her own mother did, such as
keeping their apartment clean and neat when she
was a child:

CYNTHIA: Drugs will do that, I guess, but she was
always not clean. And when you not clean
and on drugs you just a different kind of
nasty. She looked at least decent when me
and you saw her. The last time I saw her
before that, she was looking crazy. She just
looked terrible. I mean, it makes me want to
cry to think that I grew up with her. I know
her family, her mom. We were all kinds of
close. My mom wasn't very sociable, but
she hung out with [Karen's mother]. Our
parents did the same things. I can't believe
it. I just thank God. I really thank God. A
lot of people have fallen to the drugs and
stuff. But God has been good. I just feel
almost like it's my responsibility or some-
thing. I know she is like her own problem
and all of that, but I just feel as though if I
wasn't so busy, I would just be able to help
her.

If Cynthia feels somewhat responsible for
Karen because of their childhood history, Ms.
Joseph feels just as responsible about Damien,
her 29-year-old neighbor who is "like a nephew,"
someone she first got to know only a few years ago.
"The first time I met Damien," she recounts, "he
was the meanest looking thing. Always frowning.
And one day I was just walking, and I just asked
him 'what are you frowning for, you are so hand-
some, why you so mad and mean?' And he smiled
the prettiest smile after that. And I told him that I
don't ever want to see him frowning and looking

mean with that smile—And every time I see him,
he's smiling now."

Ms. Joseph's relationship with Damien hasn't
had the long history that Karen and Cynthia share,
but she admits that it is still her biggest joy to take
the little she has, some money, a little food ("I love
to cook"), and share it with him. Ms. Joseph and
Damien speak all the time. Sometimes, he'll carry
her groceries or push her shopping cart the two
blocks to her home. And they often use those
times to talk:

MS. JOSEPH: He told me that he was in jail I know
he's had it rough. That's how our black
men get lost in the street....You know,
no father, not in school, all of those
things—He's never asked me for any-
thing, but I know he is struggling. And I
don't want him to start selling those
drugs and whatnot, to start getting into
all of that trouble. For all I know he could
already be, but I just know that I want to
help him out even with a little. Not a
hand-out, but just a few dollars here
and there. Just to saj I hope you're
doing okay. I guess I don't know what
it's saying, but it makes me feel good to
do it.

JOHN: Good in what way? Why do you feel
good? [Pause] Like, what is so good?

MS. JOSEPH: I'm being helpful. That is important.
I haven't met his mother. I don't
know how close he is to his mother, but
I do know he is kind. I could tell that
from the beginning. You can look
in his eyes and see he doesn't belong on
the street like one of those hoodlums....
He went to church with me a couple
of times, too. I liked that. It wasn't
about what I had or what he didn't
have. He just came with me to worship,
and none of that other stuff ain't have
nothing to do with it. That's a nice
thing...

J O H N : Do you know his family? Friends?
MS. JOSEPH: Mostly hoodlums, I'm sorry to say.

I don't know his family. He's told me a
little bit about them, but I don't think
I want to say too much about that. He's
had it tough. But he's a kind spirit.
People see that as soon as they meet
him.
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Cynthia can see that she has a different lifestyle
and class-based reality than Karen. And Ms.
Joseph can see the same thing with respect to
Damien, an ex-con who, though periodically un-
employed and hanging out with "hoodlums," has
still occasionally accepted Ms. Joseph's invitations
to worship with her at her church. Both Cynthia
and Ms. Joseph try to be helpful because, as Cyn-
thia put it, she thinks that she should. It makes her
feel good and allows her to thank God for her
relative successes in life.

Zelda (who knows Ms. Joseph "by sight") also
doesn't have many friends that she'd label as such.
She does see a guy named Jordan all the time
around her block. He isn't a friend, but he's always
making passes at her. Zelda is sure that he doesn't
really want "anything to be serious even though he
can say that." She has a baby, she isn't making a lot
of money, and she is admittedly "not bringing all
that much to the table" in terms of forming a long-
term relationship. Jordan is a "big professional, a
big-time social worker. You know, suit and tie—
He has a good job. He is that kind. Fly." Zelda
feels that his flirting with her is either just being
"nice" or "trying to get a piece," but it can't be
anything more substantive because of the social
distance (signified by dress and occupation) that
she believes separates the two of them.

The first time I met Cynthia's high-school
friend Karen, Cynthia and I had just bumped
into her on the street. The two women shared a
very brief conversation - as if Cynthia was uncom-
fortable with the whole scenario, and as if Karen
wanted to respect the fact that her high-school
"homegirl" was walking about town on a breezy
morning with a black man she didn't know who
was wearing a suit and tie. When I first asked
Cynthia about her friend, she had very little to
say, dismissing Karen as simply "off the hook"
(someone who is crazy and beyond explanation),
as someone she "used to know." We ran into
Karen again on another day, this time on 125th
Street. Cynthia seemed a bit more comfortable as
they talked and laughed at length about that crazy
boy who got their other high-school friend, Liz,
pregnant at 14 - and about when and if C3rnthia's
Aunt Rita would ever move back to New York
City. The conversation ended with Cynthia
sliding Karen a few dollars and a hug. Once we

are out of earshot, Cynthia, unsolicited, seemed to
feel the need to justify her generosity.

"At first I wouldn't give her shit," she admit-
ted, '"cause I knew what she was doing with it, but
then I said you know what. I'm just gonna pray on
it and ask God to step in and just do what I can."

When I accompanied Cynthia to Karen's apart-
ment for the first time several weeks later, any
reservations Cynthia held about their closeness
seemed to dissolve in the warm heat of their
laughter and stories. The two joked and remin-
isced with one another - and were even joined in
their merriment later on by Liz, the woman who
had grown up with them and gotten pregnant very
young. I don't know what the three women talked
about that night. I only walked Cynthia over to
Karen's apartment, was introduced to Liz, chatted
for a minute, and then left. In those few moments,
I could see that these women shared a great deal
and still, despite what I had interpreted as
Cynthia's attempts at downplaying their relation-
ship, gained tremendous amounts of pleasure and
enjoyment from one another. A few days later, in
another discussion I had with Cynthia about her
relationship with Liz and Karen, the weight of the
two other women's difficult lives almost brought
her to tears:

CYNTHIA: I don't know what happened. But it's
fucked up. [Pause.] They used to be my
girls. I mean that was it and a bag of chips.
You don't know. I feel like now that is all
fucked up. They are still cool, but they are
so fucked up now with all of this shit. And
not just the welfare. Shit happens like that
sometimes, I guess. Fine. But they are like
just not trying to get out of that, they are
just like accepting it and getting deeper
down the hole.

When Cynthia offers that Karen and Liz "used
to be my girls," she's still placing the friendship in
the distant past as opposed to the very real present
of, say, that joy-filled get-together where the three
of them were able to catch up with one another.
Cynthia isn't sure where tiz is living these days,
since Liz's mother threw her out about a year
ago because of all "the stupid shit she pulled."
Even given this ambivalence about her relation-
ships with these women, Cynthia is just as
quick to help them out as she is to downplay the
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importance of such assistance and to argue against
the significance of the relationships in general:

J O H N : Are they good examples of the people
5'ou grew up with? I mean, are most of
your friends in the same boat that those
two are in?

C Y N T H I A : No. I don't have a lot of friends. They aren't
really my friends, I mean, Liz used to be,
and I'm not nasty to her, I feel sorry for her,
but she isn't my friend. I can't do anything
with her, unless I wanted to do something
stupid.

One Sunday morning, I spied Cynthia and
Karen through the window of a local eatery.
Karen was finishing off a breakfast that Cynthia
had paid for. It was only the fourth time Karen
had seen me over a two-month period, but she
treated me like an old friend. And I appreciated
her warmth.

Weeks later, Cynthia again downplayed her
relationship with Karen, describing bu3<ing
Karen a meal on Sunday morning as "nothing
really, I'm just like, I got some time, she is, she
needs food in her belly. What? I can do that."
However, Cynthia did admit that she wanted to
try making their weekend breakfasts a more regu-
lar thing. She thinks that's the least she can do,
especially since Karen "used to be" such a good
friend.

Playing Basketball

Paul and Tim (one of Paul's "peops" from that
first birthday party) are basketball buddies.
They meet up at least every few weekends or so
during the summer and fall months to play a little
ball, usually back in the neighborhood where they
grew up, and where Tim lives to this day. It's
a very self-conscious thing for Paul. "I know
I'm not rich," he said, swerving down Kings
Highway toward the above-ground subway's
rusting trestlework, "but I do see that Tim is,
like, really getting his ass busted. I don't want to
roll out on him just 'cause he doesn't have it all
straight and narrow." Tim, about three inches
taller and twenty pounds heavier than Paul, lives
frugally with the mother of his third child.
According to Paul, he's unemployed and "trying
hard to be lazy."

Once we got to the concrete courts, it became as
clear as that morning's bright sky how many steps
I've lost since my days as one of the first seventh
graders able to graze the metal rim on the lowest of
eight basketball hoops in our neighborhood play-
ground. On this day, Paul and Tim shared smiles
and not-so-furtive chuckles at my expense as the
recent years of basketball inactivity made me a
decided nonfactor during our morning's basket-
ball game. I very quickly figured out that I should
step aside and stop embarrassing myself for no
good reason. Leaning breathlessly against the
wire-meshed backstop beneath the backboard, I
watched the two men attack one another with
drives and jump shots at the netless basket.
Every shot was contested, every point celebrated.
They played hard for two vigorous games of 21;
both times Tim clawed out a hard-fought victory
by only a couple of points. Eventually, two more
players just beginning to hold on to their early
twenties entered the basketball court and chal-
lenged Tim and Paul to a two-on-two match.
They accepted, teaming up valiantly in what was
ultimately a losing effort against younger and
more agile foes.

After dropping Tim off at his home, Paul ex-
plained how the two men use basketball as a means
of keeping their relationship viable. After a game,
they'll usually get something to eat and just talk a
bit. "I'm not trying to change the man," Paul
insisted, his car idling anxiously in front of my
West Harlem building, "just play some ball with
my boy." Paul feels that Tim's main problem is
simple: he needs a job. If he got one and stuck with
it, Paul believes that Tim would be on the right
track. Paul even once tried using his peer contacts
to get both Tim and Jimmy a job about a year
earlier. He called in a favor, and "they fucked it
up." After that fiasco, Paul believes that his bud-
dies aren't really ready for his help.

p AUL: I tried to push it on them, you know, big brother
style. Let me hook you up, that kind of
thing. They were just not there. They came
late, got into shit that was just awful. If they
tell me the)' are read)', if they come to me like,
put me on, that is one thing. But that is not the
same thing as trying to force someone who isn't
ready But we'll call and touch base for a
second or two. Play some ball sometimes over
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here by my place, 'cause he has no beef down
here with anybody, sometimes Brooklyn, just
working up a sweat.

Jordan, Zelda's "fly" social worker acquaint-
ance, the one she thinks might possibly be just
"trying to get a piece," often deals with decidedly
poorer African Americans as a function of his
occupation. Thus he has clear opinions about the
nature of the differences that separate him from
the poorer blacks in need of his professional as-
sistance:

J O R D A N : I see poor black people, poor people, all the
time. I mean I could tell you stories. People
who are barely holding on, and I respect that.
But sometimes, I get so frustrated, they get
on the white man, but really they just aren't
doing what they need to do. Not the white
man. Some people are just not taking care of
what they have to take care of. It's as simple
as that.

Jordan's been called a "house nigger" and an
"Uncle Tom" many times on the job, usually
when he fails to fulfill the expectations of black
people sitting on the other side of his desk. In that
context, he's pretty leery of dealing with blacks as
a function of the work he does. Sometimes, he
even claims he wants to leave social work al-
together, because "it's like they hate you for
having what they don't have. Not everyone, but
enough." Until he finally does decide to actually
leave, though, and until he finds that new job,
Jordan often tries to avoid any extended contact
across class lines with the black people coming in
for help:

JORDAN : People will take advantage of you. And if you
don't give them what they want they are
quick to call you out your name and all that
kind of shit. I just want to stay away from
folks who aren't about anything. And focus
on what I need for me and not what other
people think of me and put on me that is
really about them and not me.

Jordan's is another argument about class-based
avoidance, similar in some ways to the kind that
Paul used to explain why he needed to keep his
two sets of guests separated. And it's also akin to
Dexter's thoughts about certain kinds of people he

tries to avoid every now and then. For instance,
the last time Dexter had an encounter with the
police, he got harassed just because he was hang-
ing with one of his boys, Dupree, a 22-year-old
whom he describes as "knee-deep in all kinds of
shit." The police questioned Dexter because he
was standing on the corner and just talking with
Dupree. Dexter admits to feeling a little on edge
even when he's just walking alongside Dupree,
because "when people want to settle the score
they do that irregardless of who is there in the
wa3r. I don't want to catch a stray or something,
some stupid-ass way to go out." Therefore,
Dexter watches his back when he walks down the
street. He calls himself paranoid, but that's be-
cause he knows a few people who are living a more
underground lifestyle, "living kind of foul."
Dexter has a job and responsibilities on the home
front, and he doesn't want to get pulled down into
any street confrontations. Consequently, he tries
to be careful about when and where he hangs out
with Dupree. In a similar move, Ms. Joseph won't
let Damien's other friends in her house, "only
him," she says. She doesn't feel as comfortable
with them and what they might be up to. Even
Paul will play basketball with Tim only in some
parks — and only on certain days:

PAUL : We almost never do the weekend unless it's real,
real early. I'm usually working and too many
people are out. It's good that he isn't working
because he can go whenever. I'll just drive by his
place and pick him up. We'll go to a good park
and throw down for a few hours and then drop
him back. No fuss, no muss.

Paul believes that weekdays or "real, real early"
on weekends are the safest times for the two of
them to play. As for Cynthia, she can pay for
Karen's meals every once in a while and give her
some change, but she doesn't bandy the term
friend about in describing that relationship, at
least not very easily, distrusting the term's appli-
cation to a relationship that links her to a woman
she grew up with who is ncfw not doing very well.
Cynthia is clear about not wanting to spend too
much of her time with Karen, at least not every
day. She feels that that could put her in comprom-
ising and dangerous social settings. Just as
Ms. Joseph won't trust Damien's friends and
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Paul won't trust the "fuss" and "muss" of over-
crowded basketball courts on weekend afternoons,
Cynthia doesn't trust more than infrequent con-
tact with Karen - even though she dreams of
much more frequent exchanges.

Cynthia, Ms. Joseph, and Paul are not the only
individuals with agency and intentionality in these
social relationships. Karen, Damien, and Tim
also have thoughts about these same interactions.
And sometimes it means that they jostle over how
to define the most common aspects of the lives
they share. For instance, Karen seems to
talk about Cynthia as a friend with much less
hesitation:

K A R E N : That is my girl. I swear to God that is my girl.
What to say? She is my ace. That is my girl. ...
We used to dress the same. I was always over
her house. Every day. You kidding. I know all
her business. Especially from when we was
kids.

Karen is quick to call Cynthia a friend, even her
"ace," and she is much more likely to place
that friendship in the present tense than Cynthia
sometimes is (even though Karen also calls upon
a shared history to ground that current friend-
ship). The two jostle over what definition seems
most applicable for describing their lives together.
The}r use the labels they affix to their relationship
as a way of tugging on the interpersonal boundar-
ies between them, tugging in different appellative
directions. These kinds of moves are more than
semantic double-talk; they provide people with
the tools they use to identify their social worlds
in personally acceptable ways, to assign people
to very particular places within cultural land-
scapes designed with recourse to equations about
the length of shared histories and current
degrees of recognizable commonality. Paul's bas-
ketball partner, Tim, corroborates Paul's assess-
ment that the two have a long history, but he
thinks that he and Paul have different things to
take care of now, his little girl cuddled in his
muscular arms:

TIM: He got his thing. I got my thing. Trying to make
my shit happen, too. We both got shit we doing.
And he got my back from day one. You know
what I'm saying. From like this big. From when
we was here. [Tim places his right hand two feet

from the tiled floor, palms down.] Nobody could
say we ain't been doing this thing from day one.

Tim obviously thinks that the two men's common
history is vitally important. It is a history that no
one can take away from them, that no one can say
they don't share. It is a history that they hope can
give them the means to at least partially cross the
class lines that might divide them.8

Family Ties

If interclass "friendships" are often difficult to
imagine and sustain, how much more so are famil-
ial ties? In many ways, this is where class-isol-
ationist models of black America are least helpful
for understanding the ways in which race and class
inform the lives of black folks today. Paul set up
two class-distinct parties, at least in part, as a
response to the familial ties he negotiates with
relatives who are obviously near and dear to his
heart, even if they are not among the "movers and
shakers" invited to his second birthday gig. It is
important to notice the class differences that sep-
arate branches of family trees, affecting the qual-
ities and contours of familial relationships.9

One of the most obvious ways in which class
carves up families is intergenerationally, as is
true in Paul's case. Welfare kids turned first-
generation college graduates and middle-class
professionals bespeak the quickly formed and
often major social distances that can strain some
of the interactions between parents and their chil-
dren. Paul grew up as a member of the working
poor. Most of his family still is. One cousin was
killed five years ago in an altercation not too far
from Paul's old neighborhood. Another cousin
hasn't held down a job in more than two years.
An uncle who never graduated from high school
has been in prison for the past six years. He tries to
visit him but can't bring himself to do it all that
often. It's a lot different from a few mornings of
pickup basketball games on half-empty concrete
courts, games where one can leave the class-in-
flected baggage of a demanding social milieu just
out of bounds beyond the metal mesh fence, slash-
ing and driving to the basketball hoop in momen-
tary indifference to the many chasms that separate
his life trajectory and future from his family

members'. Paul takes note of the fact that even his
own mother, whom he loves dearly, has a mark-
edly different set of class realities than he does, a
difference that often translates into Paul having to
sacrifice some of his personal needs whenever he's
around her.

PAUL: I think I'm just sensitive. I don't think I
was always like that, but now I'm just out of
my mind trying to make other people feel com-
fortable. Y'ou have to make yourself happy
first, and you can't be not happy thinking that
you gotta do this and that. And then it's like,
where are my needs, what I need—I love my
family. That isn't the thing. But sometimes I
feel like we can only talk about the same two
or three things. And I have to hold some of
myself up. I don't want to sound selfish, but
sometimes I just don't want to do that. I do it,
but I don't want to have to do that all the time. I
just wouldn't feel comfortable to have to do that
all the time, all day and night. It isn't a good
feeling.

In a sense, it was Paul's desire to "feel comfort-
able" that made him have two parties in the first
place — and that also makes Laura (someone who
can be equally comfortable with peops or peers)
his ideal mate. When he can't get his interests met
in some of these familial contexts, Paul feels
limited and stifled. He often finds the family he
loves a group with which he can't really talk at all:

PAUL: They don't understand me. They don't know
what I like. Things get on my nerves that they
don't even think about.

J O H N : Like what?
PAUL: Like, I don't know, stupid things, ghetto things,

you know what I mean. Sometimes people want
to act like they are niggers because that's all
they're used to.

Cynthia loves her older brother Kenneth, and
he loves her right back, unequivocally, but the two
almost never have any time to speak or see one
another these days. Kenneth is usually busy "run-
ning all over the place trying to make money in
computers," she explains as we wait for her broth-
er's cab to drive up to her orange brick building.
As we wait, she jokes about not even remembering
what he looks like because she hasn't seen him in
so long. I assure her that two months probably
wouldn't have aged him beyond recognition.

Kenneth, during our one and only (and very
brief) interview, admits that sometimes when
he's only in the city for a few days, he'll not even
call his baby sister, because she'll want to see him,
and he'd be too rushed and probably have to
disappoint her. If Cynthia felt somewhat "respon-
sible" for Karen (someone she only equivocally
calls a "friend"), Kenneth feels even more ac-
countable to his little sister.

K E N N E T H : That is my heart. I love her more than
anything. I want to help her, that's what
I'm supposed to be doing. And she's not
hurting all that bad. She's working. And I
kind of trust that she's gonna be all right,
but I know she can be doing better, much
better, and I always tell her that. She can be
where I am financially, if she just applied
herself and focused.

Daniel lives fifteen minutes from his mother
and brother, but there are times when he purpose-
fully avoids them for long stretches. Getting to-
gether with them can sometimes make him
depressed and discouraged, he says, especially
his older brother Jay, who argues forcefully with
Daniel about the merits of going to school, con-
tending that it is little more than a waste of time
and money - especially, Jay argues, since Daniel
will probably just end up getting a job that isn't
going to pay him much more than what he earns
without a degree. Daniel refuses to let Jay dissuade
him from his educational goals. Instead of fighting
with his brother about the usefulness of continued
schooling, Daniel tries to hang around with people
who are also in school - an indication, he main-
tains, of the fact that they actually want to make
something out of their lives. He tries to purpose-
fully steer clear of Jay sometimes, not wanting his
brother's cynicism to deter him from achieving his
own dreams:

DANIEL: As much as I love him [Jay], he ain't worth
a shit. He's supposed to be my flesh and
blood, you know. He know what I been
through and all of that and he still talks that
stupidness.

J O H N : Stupidness like what?
DANIEL: Just being negative about everything, about

what I do. Not positive. About school. About
me writing. That ain't right. You don't do
that to people, not family. You can't. That's
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why his ass is always begging for shit. You
can't get nothing if you're doing what he's
doing.

Tears appear to well up in the corners of
Daniel's eyes as he voices his frustration over
Jay's lack of encouragement. I stop the tape and
give him a second in the bathroom. I figure that he
must be more tired than anything, especially since
I stopped by after one of his more arduous days — a
double shift on the job along with a two-hour class
session. Daniel emerges from the bathroom and
decides to cut our sit-down short; he is tired
and wants to get some sleep. When we speak
again at the end of that week, Daniel tells me
that he called his brother Jay to "curse him out"
the night of the interview. Two weeks later still,
the two brothers shared laughs on a train ride to
visit family members in Pennsylvania. The trip
reminded Daniel that his brother Jay has good
moments, too. Daniel just wishes there were
more of them, especially as far as offering encour-
agement and positive feedback is concerned.

Some people can obviously negotiate class dif-
ferences within familial networks more easily than
can others. Daniel's difficulty with Jay sometimes
overtaxes the ties that bind them. But that is not
always the case. Carl is often happy to see his less
financially successful brother, Lee, a 33-year-old
husband and custodial engineer at a small office
building in Harlem. Carl even goes out of his way
to do so, driving to Lee's home or office on a whim
sometimes just to check in on him. Carl gives
Lee money to "help keep him together" as Lee
struggles to sustain his family of four on a job that
pays hardly more than minimum wage. Carl also
tries to give his brother emotional support. That,
he says, is most important:

c ARL : I love that man. He's my role model. He's beau-
tiful. The most kind and beautiful man you'll
ever meet. Whatever he wants, whatever he
needs, I'm there. No questions asked. And he
knows that. He knows. He could have all my
money. It's not about the money.

Trains, Telephones, and Job Applications

Dexter used to try being as supportive of his two
closest cousins as he could be, but now he's actu-
ally avoiding them a bit. The last time he saw

them, he almost "wrung their necks" after he
helped get them jobs at a store where they al-
legedly stole something from the back office. Or
at least .that is what the white man who hired them
claimed. And this very same person "had the
nerve to act like he thought I was in on it, that I
took some shit. So I just told him 'fuck you' and
said I was never going to do some shit like that
again for somebody." After that, one cousin went
to jail (but is now out) and the other was wounded
in a fight. "That's the kind of shit they like,"
Dexter offers in disgust, almost throwing his
hands up in defeat over the entire thing.

The ability to be soiled and tainted by another
person's misdeeds or underachievement is another
vital factor affecting relationships across socioeco-
nomic distances in black people's social networks.
Stories like Dexter's, about extending a hand,
getting burned, and then being unfairly impli-
cated by that burning, offer important insights
into howr differently the calculus of black class
stratification might work from class stratification
within all-white social networks. In fact, some
Harlemites speak very directly to that difference,
arguing that a broad-bristled brush can unfairly
paint over more successful blacks with its clumsily
applied strokes:

DEXTER : The managers tried to help me, they said, and
they got messed up. Look what they got in
return and shit. And I was like, fuck them,
but I was kind of feeling the same way about
[his cousins]. That's if they did it. I know
they could have, but they always said they
didn't. But the thing is, they wouldn't have
treated me the same way if I was a white man.
I don't think so. If I had been a white man,
and I brought some people in, it wouldn't
have been the same thing. Because what
they basically was saying was, you're black,
they're black, they stole, you must be steal-
ing, too.

Toney, 27, is an aspiring writer who lives
in West Harlem. He has just landed an agent
and may be close to a book deal for his first
novel. He keeps his fingers crossed. Toney tries
to stay in touch with his buddies, especially Lloyd,
a chronically unemployed 26-year-old man who
lives with his mother and younger sister in a two-
bedroom East Harlem apartment. They were on
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AFDC, but changes in the way the system is
restructured under Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families (TANF) have serious implica-
tions for what their household will look like in a
few years — and for what they will need to do to
keep themselves afloat. Toney tries to see Lloyd as
often as he can. "I can't turn my back on him," he
says. "Now he has to save his own self, you know,
save himself, and get his life in order, but as rough
as the brother is on the outside, he is all heart in
here. He's just having a hard time." Toney doesn't
go to Lloyd's house very much these days because
he thinks it's "too depressing." He describes it as
"dank" and "claustrophobic," and says he usually
just tries to avoid all of that by calling Lloyd on the
telephone instead of visiting.

Who speaks to wrhom on the phone (and about
what) has important implications for how some
individuals negotiate class differences in their
social networks. Telephones may be a bit under-
theorized in cultural anthropology as sites of
moral suasion, value boosting and even class inter-
action.10 Some of the people who don't like to visit
use the telephone as a way to make contact without
having to put tremendous amounts of time and
energy into travel and face-to-face social niceties,
especially when class differences also translate into
a significant geographical distance:

ZELD A : I know this girl, Carmen, I haven't seen her in a
while, like a year, but she is mad cool, and she's
off in California and she calls like every couple
of months. She's an actress. Not rich, but I
seen her on commercials. Maybe she's rich. I
don't know. Like a computer commercial or
something she was on. She comes in New York
and sometimes we hook up, but she's always
busy doing her thing. So we don't see each
other a lot.

As Zelda argues in the context of her relation-
ship with this actress, sometimes the telephone
can be an important conduit for keeping the lines
of communication open between people who live
very different lives and move in different socio-
economic circles. Paul called his mom during his
second birthday party just to thank her again for
the earlier one and to tell her how much he loved
her and enjoyed seeing her that evening. Cynthia
makes sure to call around asking for Karen when-
ever she hasn't seen her in a while. And she

sometimes has to call quite a few different people,
because Karen's phone is almost as often discon-
nected as not. When it is out of service, Cynthia
will try to call Liz's mother, provided her phone is
on, and ask her to walk across the street and tell
Karen to call Cynthia back on a pay phone or
something. Or she'll just ask if anyone's seen
Karen recently, and if so, she'll inquire about
how she seems to be doing. If none of that
phone-calling works, Cynthia will head out
looking for Karen herself.

Janet remembers her first four months in
Harlem as a kind of culture shock. It was a far
cry from Ohio. During that time, when Janet
seriously considered leaving the city for good,
she would use the telephone to call her slightly
younger cousin, Shelly, in Cleveland. Shelly's life
has been very different from Janet's on various
levels. Although Janet has advanced degrees from
top-tier institutions, Shelly doesn't have her GED
and still she lives with her mother, Janet's aunt, in
a small one-bedroom apartment in one of the
rougher parts of town. Janet believes that those
long-distance phone calls to Shelly (all on Janet's
dime) were extremely important factors in helping
her adjust to Harlem when she first moved to New
York:

JANET: We would spend hours on the phone. She
kept me alive. And I never saw her that entire
time. Not once. She always wanted to come,
and hopefully, one day, I'll maybe send her a
ticket or help her buy a ticket, or something.
But she knows. I would call her, four nights a
week.

JOHN: What would you talk about?
J A N E T : Everything. What's going on in Cleveland.

She's never been to New York so I would tell
her New Yorker stories and about Harlem.
Literally anything. But it helped me talk my
fear and the newness out of my system I think.
And it worked, mostly.

These telephone calls to family and friends
beyond the boundaries of Harlem are another
explanation of ways in which Harlem becomes
Harlemworld — as Harlemites describe their ex-
ploits in this famous neighborhood to other people
all over the world.

Carl has his own story about when his brother
Lee got his phone disconnected, and it was off for
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so long that Carl eventually decided to pay the bill
himself. Lee says that his daughter had run up the
phone bill on the Internet, and he wasn't able to
find extra cash in his checks to get it turned back
on, at least not quickly enough for Carl. "If I
didn't pay it," Carl laughs, "I thought I would
never hear from his ass again, so I just paid it."

Sometimes, the telecommunications revolution
also provides ready strategies for not communi-
cating, and class differences are often the excuse
for such evasive telephone tactics. Paul, for one,
has phone number juggling down to a science:

PAUL: Someone will have my pager number and not
my home number. So they can't just reach me
whenever they want and talk about bullshit,
that's like for the people at work. My mom has
everything, of course, but she knows not to give
my cell and pager numbers out to Jimmy and
them. That way I can make sure they don't page
me whenever they want to.

Access to cellphones, answering machines, pagers,
and inexpensive prepaid calling cards become
ways to keep in touch along class-inflected routes.
People can touch base with one another quickly
and easily. However, it can also be the mechanism
for stalling potential interactions indefinitely and
segregating one's calling circles along various
demographic lines, even and especially if the indi-
viduals involved don't live in the same community
or hang out in the same daily haunts. Dexter still
talks to some of his old school friends from the
Brooklyn of his youth, but he can't always take the
time to travel back and forth to do it:

D E X T E R : I don't make it down there much, it's mad far
on the train, but I speak to some heads. I'll
give them a buzz or they give me a buzz and
we catch up. You gotta keep in touch and get
fueled.

Even leaving a short and sweet message on an
answering machine is often the easiest and least
time-consuming way to touch base across class
lines without "drama," "bullshit," or any of the
other potential problems that come along with
social interactions of all sorts. People care for one
another's babies, pay one another's phone bills,
encourage or discourage one another's dreams,
play some physically grueling games of basketball,
and call one another on the phone daily, often

using these as techniques for navigating the
choppy waters of class difference. The jury is
still out on whether these relationships across
class lines and phone lines can translate into better
jobs, schooling, housing and other opportunities
for the lower-classed members of the relationship.

"I can't save him," Toney laments about his
friend Lloyd in Spanish Harlem. "He has to save
himself. The worst thing I could do is give him a
push for something, a job or something—And I
don't want to be preaching to him all the time.
That wouldn't be fair, either....I'm not going to
judge him. I just want him to know that I am here
if he wants to talk or something like that. He
should just know that." This is almost exactly
what Paul says about assisting Tim, his basketball
buddy. Instead of plying him with job announce-
ments and the like, Paul just tries to beat him in a
quick basketball game every once in a while, using
that as an informal way to make sure that the two
of them keep up with one another.

Zelda's present job came from a recommenda-
tion she got from "this woman with some clout
who put a word in" at the drug counseling clinic.
Zelda was riding on the subway with one of the
administrators at her drug treatment program,
and the two struck up a brief conversation. Zelda
thinks the woman must have liked what she heard,
because the next week they called her into the
main office and offered her a job there. Another
Harlemite, Vanessa, actually landed a job with the
help of her anthropology friend, me. My landlord
trusted me as a reference and hired her almost on
the spot to work as an administrative assistant for
his real estate business. It worked out for a bit, but
she quit after schedule conflicts with school and
other responsibilities made the job's hours infeas-
ible. When Dexter was looking to change jobs, I
tried to be at the front line of his search, also. He
appreciated my help but claimed that potential
occupational benefits are not the only things he
can take away from our relationship. "Just seeing
you," he maintains, "is like an inspiration. I feel
like I can be where you are." Here, Dexter voices a
kind of role-model notion of what is most import-
ant to him about class-stratified social relation-
ships. It's not just that they can help one parlay
an interest into an occupation, but also that they
can let one know where else one could be located
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on the social ladder — and an example of just what
that position might look and feel like. Most im-
portant, these differently negotiated relationships
exemplify the continued meaningfulness that
social stratification has for the everyday lives of
black Americans after civil rights reforms.

Fleeting Moments in the Public Sphere

Many Harlemites recognize the significance of
class-stratified interactions not only within famil-
ial and friendship-based networks but also in less
substantial, more utilitarian interpersonal rela-
tionships in quickly passing social instants. For
example, just going to the welfare office is a ser-
iously class-stratified moment that people often
think about and specifically theorize. Karen, for
one, has many long stories about why she prefers
interacting with white social workers in social
service agencies than black ones:

K A R E N : I hate, hate, hate them over there in social
services. They are nasty and make you feel
that way, like pieces of garbage. Black people
keeping black people down. They the worst,
much worse than the whites. Much worse.
Trying to mess people up with that, their
own kind, their own people. It's a shame.

Liz also singles out black social service pro-
viders to level a cross-class critique that is both
strong and pointed, speaking to the power issues
implicit in those specific moments of interaction:

LIZ : You know, sometimes that is the worst thing of all.
That is really the worst thing. Because your own
people are the problem. Not the white ones; they
aren't the ones. It's the blacks.

Bernice, thinking back to her pre-college days
when she was still struggling on public assistance,
would concur with the point that Liz and Karen
both raise:

BERNICE: These black house niggers, I tell you. I've
gone over there to the Department of Wel-
fare on 125th... .1 go in there and I deal with
those people from one level to another and I
hate to really say this, sometimes I get my
needs handled by my own kind and they
send me through the wringer. I deal with
somebody that's Caucasian, that's part of the
conspiracy, and I get what I need done I

think some of them [black social service pro-
viders] be taking out stuff that happened at
home or in their personal life out on the job,
on the clients.

Brian, another black male social worker, a
member of Jordan's network, has many African
American clients around the city, and he offers the
flipside to these arguments:

B R I A N : They come at you as if to say, well, you
are black, you can break the rules. Hook me
up. We're like brothers. You can hook me up.
And they are so disingenuous. They don't
mean a word of that. They just think they
can work on your sympathy strings. But
I don't go for it. You build up a kind of im-
munity—These are people who have been
making excuses and getting over all of their
lives. And they are just trying it again. I don't
fall for it.

Social service providers often invest in their
occupation as a kind of calling. Jordan and Brian
are no exceptions. But some of the luster of their
professional mission has faded with time. Cross-
class frustrations can make them question their job
choice every now and then. Jordan and Brian feel
that their work does a lot of good for a lot of people
in the black community, and they offer that up as
one of its benefits. However, they also feel that
success sometimes occurs in spite of the attitudes
of many of their black clients.

Shopping is another area where issues concern-
ing class can swirl and simmer. Tim, Paul's bas-
ketball buddy, maintains that he hates it when "a
man in a suit and tie can come into a store and they
[the people behind the counter] try to act like my
money ain't as good. He's black just like me, no?
And his money got the same picture mine got."
The local store is an oft-discussed locale for class-
based intraracial conflicts. The black petite bour-
geoisie are characterized as pushy elites whose
merchandise is often considered overpriced.
Some blacks also portray them as decidedly dis-
respectful to black customers:

ZELDA : Some of these black business people are nasty.
Like they doing you a favor. Or like you
got nigga money and that ain't real money.
I'll take my stuff to the Chinese just as fast.
Not that they any better. At least it ain't your
own doing it to you. I know we're supposed to
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it in the community, but some of them
make you want to go outside.

Zelda invokes the inner city's proverbial outsider
entrepreneur ("the Chinese") to ground her re-
sponse to black business owners' dismissal of her
purchasing power.11 Dexter, playing the role of
devil's advocate, takes the opposite position, argu-
ing that it is the black masses who abuse black-
owned businesses and business owners:

DEXTER: Some black people want to think they can do
what they want when they walk into a black
store. "Everything should be free, we all from
Africa." They want to take advantage, like
being black means you want to be broke
from not being a good businessman.

One black business owner in Harlem jokingly
contends that she needs to hire a white person to
stand in front of her store just so black people
brainwashed from years and years of institutional-
ized racism will believe that it really is a legitimate
place of business. Without that, she claims, black
shoppers would just continue to take their money
to more recognizably Jewish and Asian establish-
ments nearby.

Another area where people interact across what
they consider to be important class-inflected
intraracial lines is on the street itself, on city
sidewalks. Tim sees black people "with suits
on" in the street, and "some days I just feel like I
want to drop [punch] them." At other times, he
says, "it's like I feel a little proud." Paul talks
about walking past homeless people and feeling
like they expect more from him just because he's
black and wears expensive-looking business attire.
Sometimes it makes him feel bad; sometimes it
just makes him angry and frustrated. David, who
used to be homeless himself, thinks that homeless
people deserve to expect more from blacks than
they do from whites. After all, he argues, "we
know what it's like to be without."

Class-stratified relationships and interactions
aren't reducible to the presence or absence of
role models - or to the mere possibility of utilizing
others' social networks and financial resources.
The class differences that people see in their
friendship circles, their family relationships, and
even more ephemeral social settings (during a trip
to the store or to a social service provider) craft

complicated topographies of self that help define
one's relation to the rest of the world. The people
in Harlem are living and negotiating complicated,
stratified worlds, and the choices they make in
such contexts are contingent on complex ration-
ales for interacting with or avoiding certain indi-
viduals based on what that sociality tells them
about themselves and their place in the world.

The New York City Police Department is often
invoked as a tentacle of a racialized governmental
bureaucracy pitted against the black community
time and time again - through the confrontational
handling of things like the Million Youth March,
through the remorseless shooting of unarmed
black males, through the Mollen commission scan-
dal, which exposed corrupt Brooklyn cops, and
through the highly publicized racial profiling
cases that Harlem's community leaders and black
law enforcement agents have marched to publicize.
Black officers themselves become a particularly
interesting point of discussion in the context of
cross-class concerns within the black community:

D E X T E R : I always stay away from any police shit,
because the last time I tried to even just
exercise my rights, they were like they
were gonna lock me up and all of this kind
of stuff.

JOHN: Black cops?
DEXTER: Both. The black cops will do things to

you only because they know you can't really
do nothing back. They wouldn't do it to
white people. They wouldn't do it to blacks
who have money to sue they asses. But they
love to flex their muscles on us and try to get
their rocks off by making us feel like shit
because we struggling, and they know that
nobody gives a damn about what happens
anyway.

Dexter sees different classes of blacks (those "who
have money to sue they asses" and those who
don't) getting very different treatment from their
race-mates in uniform. Bernice offers a strikingly
similar class argument:

B E R N I C E : I've had interactions [with black police
officers] because I have a son who got into
a little incident with those police, and the
guy that interviews me and my son at the
same time, he has dreads in his head and he's
full of locks and all that —
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JOHN [interrupting]: The police officer?
B E R N I C E : Yeah. Yeah, the police officer. And I'm

looking for some understanding. Some hu-
mility. You know, let's work on this inci-
dent. Oh no, he went there. He went to the
other level "and this is the bottom line" and
"this is what has to be done" and we ran back
and forth for over a year. And I guess they
gotta do what they gotta do because they
have to eat too. But see, somewhere along
the line what I see as the problem is that
black folks forget where they came from.
You know what I mean? They get these
different positions, and then they run up
against somebody that's under them in the
lower class or the underclass and they step
on that individual. You know? And it's sad
because you gotta go home and sleep with
yourself after doing this to folks.

Comparing Bernice and Dexter's position to
Carl's, one finds a decided contrast:

C A R L : I've never really had a bad run-in with
a black police officer. I just speak to them, and
they listen. They can see I'm not trying
to get over. I am not just running around in
the street. Most people aren't, but I can articu-
late that in a way that they understand. "Okay,
leave this guy alone," you know....Not that
it couldn't happen tomorrow, but it hasn't
yet.

Black police officers are sometimes considered
the most pernicious class-based race traitors
around. Like the elitist black business owner
who is said to disrespect black customers, the
black police officer is sometimes characterized as
being extra willing to carry out the racist will of
the state. The hip-hop artist KRS-One pleads
with them to put down their guns and stop shoot-
ing other black folks in his underground hit "Black
Cop." And the filmmaker John Singleton immor-
talized the trope of the self-hating black officer in
Boyz 'n the Hood, which depicts a black policeman
who has so internalized his denial of black human-
ity that he can't even understand why the lead
character finds his indifference to black life so
problematic. However, there is something about
Carl's ability to talk his way out of confrontations
with black officers that seems to hint at the rele-
vance of class-inflected behavioral differences (in
terms of speech patterns, mannerisms, and so on)

to concerns about the interactions between black
police officers and black civilians.[...]

Conclusion

Many of the Harlem residents I met argued that
they didn't have serious social contacts across class
lines. Even when people may initially say other-
wise, they sometimes do have such interactions.
Class differences within one's social circle can
mean you celebrate with two separate parties for
two "very, very different" and seemingly separ-
able parts of your social network. Or it can mean
that you designate your everyday interactions with
poorer African Americans as other than clear
friendships - even when they might seem to
have all the trappings thereof.

Some Harlemites have people they work with,
as in Zelda's case, whom they know pretty well -
people they hang out with at nightclubs but who
never, say, invite them over to their suburban
home in New Jersey. Other Harlemites seem to
know that they have friends who could use their
help but approach that fact very carefully: either
because they don't want to offend by appearing
superior (not wanting to "preach") or because
they can't justify risking such assistance when
the person isn't ready to receive it. If friendships
are difficult to hold onto "amid class differences,
familial ties can be just as hard. Some people live
fairly close to relatives of different classes or status
positions and purposefully avoid them. Maybe the
person who has achieved a bit of socioeconomic
success doesn't want to feel the guilt of that suc-
cess juxtaposed against other people's failure. Or
maybe they feel a potential danger in mingling too
closely with the disillusionment and cynicism that
sometimes burdens the lives of the poor. On the
other hand, some people who have "made it" try
to stay around specifically and self-consciously to
model behaviors for the less successful.

Class-stratified interactions don't necessarily
have to be substantive t%be important and forma-
tive. Sometimes a fleeting moment or a brief en-
counter with a stranger or a series of short
interactions with acquaintances can have tremen-
dous significance in terms of how people think
about class. Even small and seemingly minor con-
tact across class lines can have benefits. Cynthia,
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for instance, traces some of her present successes
back to her next-door neighbor's uncle, Mont-
gomery, whom she knew when the girls were not
even teenagers. He only came over a few times a
year, as she remembers it, but he wore fancy suits,
had lots of money for candy, and always told
Cynthia and her friend Robin that they could do
anything they put their minds to, anything in the
world they wanted to do:

CYNTHIA: He's still around, retired I think. But he
really made an impression on me. He lived
far away, but every time he came, it was cool.
He loved Robin so much, and he was just a
good role model. And he was just nice.

Role models may be important, but that is not the
only way class differences affect people's lives. In
Zelda's case, interactions up the class ladder
landed her a job as a drug counselor. And people
can sometimes take advantage of occupational op-
portunities that their networks provide - if, as
Paul put it, they are ready to benefit from a
friend's ability to help. Even when people see a
dichotomously classed world, they are not neces-
sarily invoking that dichotomy to talk about class
homogeneity in their social networks as much as to
think about the different types of people with
whom they do have contact. As important as
these interactions are, their mere existence is
hardly the end of the story. I'm also interested in
whether interactions across class lines have serious
implications for how people behave, for their
actions and activities, for how they perform
belonging and social solidarity.

Many African Americans have family members,
friends, former friends, acquaintances, colleagues,
bosses, social workers, and case managers who
occupy various class positions. Often, the signifi-
cance of these interactions is downplayed (by both
the people themselves and the social scientists who
analyze them), but they exist nonetheless. Class
isolation is not the only possible narrative model
for discussing how blacks of various socioeco-
nomic positions experience their social worlds.
Surely, it is a convincing enough argument to
make if one wants to offer that isolation as an
explanation for transgenerational poverty and in-

equality. However, if you look at the relationships
people actually have (social workers dealing with
recipients on the dole, parents interacting with
full-grown children, doctors treating patients,
"friends" helping or not helping each other),
these relationships often push and pull at the
boundaries of belonging in several different direc-
tions at once. Class-stratified interactions don't
always translate into occupational opportunities
for the poorer partners (it might only mean a
free meal on an occasional Sunday or a ride to
church where class "ain't got nothing to do with
it"), but these exchanges are important nonethe-
less — if for no other reason than the fact that they
don't let social scientists off the hook with easy
explanatory models for perpetual poverty.

Social scientists offer truncated social networks
and inadequate social skills as an important part of
the explanation for perpetual poverty. Surely,
social networks can translate into gainful employ-
ment and other opportunities more easily for the
rich than the poor.13 And maybe some people who
have interactions across class lines are unwilling
(as Paul, Dexter, and Toney are) to extend ah
extra hand once they've been burned after offering
such hospitality in the past. My argument is not
that class-stratified interactions always or neces-
sarily lead to socioeconomic advancement, but
only that the lack of such advancement is not
reducible to the idea that there are no such net-
works at all. People often do have relationships
across class lines - even when they might hastily
offer that they do not, or question the term used
(friend, acquaintance, former friend) to define
such persons. They often have relationships that
reach up and down the class ladder. Sometimes
such relationships land people jobs. Other times,
as in Paul's case, they can mean little more than
semiregular pick-up basketball games where the
class-stratified social world is left out of bounds
and out of play, if only for a few sweat-filled hours.
Or, it might mean a free breakfast for one person
and the sense, for the other, that one is "just doing
the right thing" for someone who "used to be" a
friend. Whatever the case, Harlemites are con-
stantly dealing with the socioeconomic stratifica-
tion inherent in their social networks — even if that
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just means attempting to impose class isolation
and trying, with different degrees of success, to
keep purportedly "very, very different worlds"
apart.

NOTES

1 See Sarah Lawrence-Lightfoot, I've Known Rivers:
Lives of Loss and Liberation (Reading, MA: Addison-
Wesley, 1994); Lawrence Otis Graham, Our Kind of
People: Inside America's Black Upper Class (New
York: HarperCollins, 1999); Mary Pattillo-McCoy,
Black Picket Fences: Privilege and Peril among the
Black Middle-Class (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1999). See also Sam Fulwood, Waking from
the Dream: My Life m the Black Middle Class (New
York: Anchor, 1996).

2 See Bart Landry, The New Black Middle Class
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987);
Joe Feagin and Melvin Sikes, Living with Racism:
The Black Middle Class Experience (Boston: Beacon,
1993); Ellis Cose, The Rage of a Privileged Class
(New York: HarperCollins, 1993).

3 The notion of the "culture of poverty" was given
one of its first comprehensive articulations in Oscar
Lewis's 1959 work on poverty in Mexico. Lewis
argued that behaviors associated with life in pov-
erty-riddled areas (alcoholism, violence, crime, male
desertion, hypermasculinity, female-headed house-
holds) could be explained by two very distinct kinds
of causes. The initial or ultimate causes of these
behaviors, he claimed, were "macrostructural" con-
straints on the poor, constraints linked to un-
employment and underemployment. Lewis then
added to this formulation by suggesting that these
macrostructural conditions give rise to a poor
people's "culture" that perpetuates and promotes
the kinds of behaviors initially molded by structural
constraints. This "culture," he concluded, is a more
immediate cause of the deviant behaviors emerging
from the depths of poverty, a kind of transgenera-
tionally learned model for living with a stability,
persistence, and agency independent of the ultimate
source (those macrostructural conditions) that ori-
ginally created it. This culture of poverty is thus
considered to be a kind of ready-made "cultural
repository" for a new generation's expedient learn-
ing of an older generation's deviant ways. See Oscar
Lewis, The Children of Sanchez: Autobiography of a

Mexican Family (New York: Vintage, 1961) and The
Culture of Poverty (New York: Scientific America,
1966). Once created, this culture becomes a self-
sustaining cause of persistent poverty across gener-
ations. Important to point out with respect to Oscar
Lewis and his model of the culture of poverty is the
fact that he did see macrostructural constraints as
key ingredients in the formation of this so-called
deviant ghetto culture. However, in recent discus-
sions utilizing Lewis's notion, this macrostructural
side of his equation disappears almost entirely. See
Charles Murray, Losing Ground: American Social
Policy, 1950-1980 (New York: Basic, 1984); George
Gilder, Wealth and Poverty (New York: Basic,
1981). In these versions of the culture of poverty,
links between cultural patterns of behavior and
macrostructural conditions are downplayed and
even dismissed. Ghetto residents' moral shortcom-
ings and deviant cultures alone are said to produce
their social problems, and the only solutions offered
in the wake of such perspectives seek to intervene
with culturally and psychologically based remedies
to save the poor from themselves and their self-
destructive activities. Social analysts took the policy
recommendations a step further by maintaining that
welfare, one of the government's major attempts to
assist the urban poor, merely fortifies and endorses
their deviance and cultural depravity. They claim
that the "liberal welfare state" adversely affected the
incentives governing the behavior of poor people
with its overly permissive welfare policies. These
policies, they say, resulted in even greater degrees of
poverty and cultural pathology because the regula-
tions governing welfare made marriage and menial
labor undesirable while promoting unwed child-
bearing and laziness. In one of the most popular
and often-cited articulations of this perspective,
Charles Murray argues that the welfare policies
developed during the War on Poverty made it prof-
itable for poor people to behave in the short term in
ways that were detrimental and self-destructive in

the long run.
A major problem some critics have had with the

culture of poverty argument has to do with its rather
uncritical pathologizing of a vast number of inner-
city behaviors — some of which, detractors argue,
may not be pathological at all. See Annette Weiner,
"The False Assumptions of Traditional Values," in
The Family on the Threshold of the 21st Century:
Trends and Implications, ed. Solly Dreman (London:
Lawrence Erlbaum & Associates, 1997). For in-
stance, what is so "wrong" with the inner-city
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family structure (female-headed households, and so
on)? Is the nuclear family (with father, mother,
child, dog, and a white picket fence) any more
valid than some of the family structures patholo-
gized by culture of poverty proponents? Moreover,
are these inner-city families in poverty simply be-
cause they haven't learned how to defer immediate
gratification for more long-term goals? Carol Stack
All Our Kin: Strategies for Survival in a Black Com-
munity (New York: Harper & Row, 1975), offers an
oft-cited answer to these questions. She claims that
the black family and its extended kinship organiza-
tion are an extremely "rational" (not pathological)
response to societal constraints. In the inner city,
with its ever-present economic hardships, one could
not survive, she argues, without the extended family
kinship network, a network that not only requires
frequent injections of one's own funds (for the
benefit of others in the network) but in return pro-
vides social bonds that allow each and every partici-
pating member a social safety net during
exceptionally rough economic times. It is this social
group that does not allow for the growth of individ-
ual and personal wealth, but it is also these very
individuals, she says, who provide much-needed
financial support when one of their lot faces eco-
nomic hardships. Furthermore, these networks con-
duct vital services that would be unaffordable
otherwise - child care being a prime example.
Stack even goes so far as to argue that the child-
raising units in poorer black families are often not
domestic but interdomestic, communal (or trans-
generational), existing over many households and
sharing parental rights, duties, and responsibilities
for children among several members. But this, Stack
maintains, is not necessarily deviant and patho-
logical. Instead, she paints it as a vital strategy
necessary for survival against the material con-
straints of an economically marginalized inner-city
existence.

4 Ulf Hannerz did a good job trying to show this in his
1969 ethnography Soulside: Inquiries into Ghetto
Culture and Community (New York: Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 1969). He makes it quite clear that not
all people living in the ghetto are the same. Hannerz
makes this case with respect to "lifestyles," arguing
that some residents of the ghetto are "main-
streamers," others "swingers," others "street
families," and still others "streetcorner men." Here,
Hannerz's four social categories are based, funda-

mentally, on differences in behaviors — sharp

distinctions in what people do and how they behave.
The mainstreamers "conform most closely to main-
stream American assumptions," "are home-

owners," "are employed," "married and living in
'nuclear families with a quite stable composition"
(pp. 38-39). The swingers "have not yet married"
and "spend relatively little of their time just sitting
around at home alone or with the family. Weekday
nights and particularly weekends are often spent
going visiting" (p.42). Streetcorner men are the
ghetto dwellers who "return day after day to the
same hangout. There they talk and drink, play
cards, shoot crap, or just do nothing There is
continuous drinking If they are not yet alcoholics,
they are well on their way" (p. 54).

Hannerz unequivocally affirmed that ghetto
neighborhoods were not just home to black poverty
or deviance. He recognized a black middle class
residing there, a fact other social analysts had a
harder time seeing. There were "better-off" resi-
dents ("mainstreamers") around as well as those
deviant, do-nothing, soon-to-be alcoholic streetcor-
ner men. However, Hannerz's job as a researcher
was to explain the causes of black poverty, and these
mainstreamers were, therefore, not as relevant to his
research as the streetcorner men, especially if the
underlying question had to do with the extent to
which black poverty was unlike white poverty. Han-
nerz was being a social problems researcher, and the
black middle class simply wasn't a social problem
that merited study. Still, Hannerz at least recog-
nized class-based differences within black commu-
nities.

As the burgeoning body of literature on ghetto
communities (so-called pockets of poverty) in-
creased steadily, it decreased the value of social
scientific discussions about black Americans whose
actions were other than indicative of ghetto differ-
ence. For Hannerz, the point was not necessarily to
look to black "mainstreamers" but to the blacks
behaving in supposedly ghetto-specific ways associ-
ated with black poverty. "There are people in the
ghetto who have good, stable jobs," he offers, "help
their children with their homework. Eat dinner to-
gether at a fixed hour, make paj'ments on the car,
and spend their Saturday night watching Lawrence
Welk on TV — to their largely mainstream way of life
we will devote rather little attention" (p. 15). Han-
nerz notices class heterogeneity based on actions
(everything from television watching to making pay-
ments on automobiles) but focuses our attention on
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what he offers up as ghetto-specific behaviors: "[A]ll
ghetto dwellers will not get equal time here. There
are many who are in the ghetto but not of the ghetto
in the sense of exhibiting much of a life-style pecu-
liar to the community" (p. 15). Hannerz delineates
the behaviors setting black ghetto residents apart
from other blacks not behaving that wa)r (and ultim-
ately separating them, as the other-older binary
social model would have it, from white Americans
as well). The mainstreamers behaved too much like
middle-class Americans to be of interest to most
poverty researchers, and it was through poverty
studies that a substantial portion of the social science
discourse on black America took root. These same
emphases on what some black ghetto residents did
(how they acted) justified the foregrounding of cul-
ture (shared actions and beliefs) and the mobiliza-
tion of culture of poverty arguments as a means of
solidifying assumptions about black racial difference
in the growing social science discourse on America's
race problem. Behavior was mistakenly reduced to a
proxy for culture, and that conflation opened the
floodgates for one of the most popular and destruc-
tive explanatory models of poverty ever argued.

5 Peops is a derivative of peop(l)e, meaning very close
friends and relatives. It's a commonly used term
among many of the folks I spoke with in Harlem.

6 It is also important to note that a binary model of
class differences within black America [...] rears its
dichotomous head here. [...] It is not an "etic"
analytical category that social scientists impose on
subjects from above. Instead, it is an "emic" articu-
lation of the social world based on Paul's own sub-
jective understandings of class differences within his
social networks. One cannot simply rail against
Paul's conception as wrongheaded and mistaken;
one must understand why this binary folk-analysis
exists as a categorization in the first place — and try
to understand the cultural work it achieves.

7 Pattillo-McCoy, Black Picket Fences, and Douglas
Massey and Nancy Denton, American Apartheid:
Segregation and the Making of the Underclass (Cam-
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993).

8 The anthropologist's relationship is often a precar-
ious one in terms of class dynamics that serve to
structure his or her interactions in the field, even if a
"native." Some of my informants would categorize
me as a friend, others as an acquaintance, and often
class would rear its ugly head either way. The first
time Dexter introduced me as his "ace" (at a house
party another one of his friends threw on Long

Island), I thought he was being funny or trying to
exaggerate our relationship to make me seem like
more a part of the in-crowd to his friends than I
actually was. This was early in my fieldwork, and
I had only known Dexter about a month. Eventu-
ally, I began to accept that Dexter was not as
burdened by the need for objectivity and scientism
as a pretext for our social interactions as I was, and
genuinely found our conversations (with or with-
out tape recorders) as wonderful opportunities to
get to know one another as friends. And I only
began to believe that I was really engaging in field-
work and becoming an anthropologist when I was
able to view our interactions in the exact same
light. Furthermore, I have found that my socio-
economic position makes me useful on a great
many levels to the people whose views are included
in this book. For example, I've loaned money and
resources to Zelda many times — always getting it
back whenever a check comes in. I've tried to
connect Dexter with a Columbia professor when
he was expressing interest in medical anthropol-
ogy. And I even helped a few people get jobs with
verbal and written recommendations. Some of
these exchanges between informant and ethnog-
rapher are class-marked sites of social interaction.
Class is still important when dealing with more
clearly middle-class, professional and upwardly
mobile residents. My status as a doctoral student
signified class similarity among many of them and
helped me to enter certain spaces that might have
been closed to me otherwise.

9 Katherine S. Newman, Falling from Grace: The
Experience of Downward Mobility in the American
Middle Class (New York: Vintage, 1988) looks at
intergenerational downward mobility within the
white middle class. For a quantitative look at
class permeability, see Erik Olin Wright, Class
Counts: Comparative Studies in Class Analysis
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).

10 For a discussion of telephones as technologies of
transnational conversation and community build-
ing, see Roger Rouse, "Mexican Migration and the
Social Space of Postmodernism," Diaspora 1(1)
(1991):13. For an analysis of how these cross-
cultural conversations transform the relationships
people have with their closest neighbors, see
Deborah A. Thomas, "^Tradition's Not an Intelli-
gence Thing': Jamaican Cultural Politics and the
Ascendance of Modern Blackness" (Ph.D. diss.,

New York University, 2000).
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See Kyeyoung Park, "Use and Abuse of Race and
Culture: Black-Korean Tension in America,"
American Anthropologist 98(3) (September 1996):
492-499, for a discussion of these issues.
See Elijah Anderson, Streetwise: Race, Class, and
Change in an Urban Community (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1990).

See Mark Granovetter, Getting a Job (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1995) for a discussion
about the importance of "weak ties" in the trans-
formation of social capital into more than just
lateral occupational movement.
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Nike's Reign

Mary Pattillo-McCoy

Groveland youth use their own bodies and the
accessories that adorn them as status markers
and symbols of identity. For the girls and young
women, each long, acrylic press-on fingernail is
accented with intricate colored brush strokes and
sometimes even a hint of glitter. For young men,
the placement, color, or brand of a baseball cap
may pledge allegiance to a certain gang, or may
clearly distinguish someone from that crowd.
From the top of a girl's 12-inch-high french-
twist hairstyle to the underside of a pair of Nike
Air Jordan basketball shoes — which carry the
infamous "Jump Man" trademark — and with all
the personalized tattoos, Georgetown jogging
suits, Girbaud jeans, 14-carat-gold necklaces,
Karl Kani leather jackets, and Tommy Hilfiger
boxer shorts in between, Groveland's young
people are walking mega-malls, forever trying to
stay in material dialogue with their friends, as well
as with their enemies.

Groveland styles are proof that black youth are
particularly vulnerable to the messages they view
on television about what to buy, why they should
buy, and who they could be (or, at the very least,
be like) if they buy. Black youth are conspicuous
consumers. They watch more television and view
it more favorably and as more realistic, and they
respond more positively to marketing stimuli,

than their white peers. Using the example of
Nike sports apparel, this chapter illustrates
the coincidence of the growth in mass marketing
with the rising brand-consciousness of Groveland
youth. Nikes are just one component of an elabor-
ated discourse about clothes and other personal
fashion items, their worth, and their meaning
to young Groveland residents. The story of
Nike in Groveland elaborates on the previous
discussion of ghetto styles. By exploring the
targeting of black youth by mass marketers, and
the status-enhancing properties of consumer
goods, the draw of the streets becomes more com-
prehensible.

The Black Market

In the 1960s, not only were African Americans
slowly brought into the economic and political
spheres of American life, but they were also in-
corporated into some social and cultural spheres as
well. As television became more generally access-
ible, it was possible to visually reflect the diversity
of Americans. Advertisers then recognized blacks
as an important and sizable target market. Black
newspapers had been trying to convince white
businesses of the loyalty and eagerness of black
consumers since the 1930s; they urged companies
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to spend advertising dollars in their publications.
Yet it was not until the late 1960s, and especially
the 1970s and 1980s, that white companies took
heed (Nightingale 1993; Pitts et al. 1989). Since
the 1960s, the use of African American actors in
advertising has increased, and black celebrities
have proved particularly successful for reaching
black audiences (Lee and Browne 1995; Williams
and Quails 1989). The success of advertisers' in-
creased use of black models, celebrities, and cul-
tural themes has meant the inclusion of blacks,
particularly black youth, within the reaches of

marketing culture.
People use material goods to level the playing

field, buying things they often cannot afford in
order to give others the impression that they can.
African Americans have done this for years, and
with decidedly more vigor than whites. The real
gap in economic status can be minimized at least
symbolically by just looking good. Historian Carl
Nightingale (1993:143) writes that for blacks, ma-
terial items have always "been the stuff of intense
emotional importance." African Americans use
material goods as symbolic affronts to the power
of whites. From the early 1950s through the
1960s, poor black men were more likely to buy
expensive and prestigious cars (such as Cadillacs)
and goods (like Scotch) than poor white men. A
1949 issue of Ebony magazine gave an answer to
the query of "Why Negroes Buy Cadillacs." "Ba-
sically, a Cadillac is an instrument of aggression,"
argued the article's author, "a solid and substantial
symbol for many a Negro that he is as good as any
white man" (quoted in Nightingale 1993:144). In
dress, too, blacks consume more and are more
fashion-conscious than whites with comparable
incomes (Alexis 1970; Stith and Goldsmith 1989;
Nightingale 1993). A new car, good whiskey, and
a designer suit are not simply to level the field
with rich whites, but they make a statement to
fellow blacks as well. A Cadillac serves to sort
among the African American community. The
driver buys it to signify first to him- or herself,
then to friends, and finally to "the white man,"
that he or she has made it. This affront, however,
is always at the symbolic level. It does nothing to
alter the actual inequalities that consumers try
to overcome. Because of its limited transforma-
tive utility, Cornel West (1994) blames consumer

culture for the formation of decadent "market
moralities."

Young people in Groveland are sometimes un-
critical in their acceptance of fads and fashions,
but they also use those fashions to resist and
reinterpret their racially marginalized position,
and they surely wield their clothes and accessories
as weapons among each other. All the while they
are enacting these seemingly contradictory behav-
iors, they are having fun. Nikes are an important
component of the style of Groveland, and young
people like those in Groveland are a big part of
Nike's profits. The story of the two together illu-
minates the cultural milieu in which Groveland

youth are embedded.

It's Gotta Be the Shoes

On a Wednesday evening in early February, I sat
with Spider in the small office next to the gym in
Groveland Park field house, where volleyball was
supposed to begin at 7 o'clock. It was nearing 7:30,
but I enjoyed the leeway to sit around and shoot
the breeze. Spider always kept me entertained
with his stories about the neighborhood, told
with the detail of a painter. Spider and I were
joined this night by Chris, a 19-year-old young
man who carried the belly of a 40-year-old couch
potato. Chris didn't seem to have any set schedule.
He hung around the gym at all hours, making me
pretty sure that he didn't have a regular job. That
is, he didn't have a regular legal job. I had become
convinced that Chris worked for Lance, the no-
torious South Side gang and drug kingpin who
grew up six blocks away from Groveland Park.
Lance would drop by Groveland Park quite
often. It was a home base, and it was familiar.
Lance would talk to Spider, use the phone, play
dominoes, and get business reports from any
number of young workers like Chris.

This evening, the television droned in the back-
ground. When there was a lull in the conversation,
the TV guaranteed tha* we all had something to
look at, instead of staring into the uncomfortably
silent air between us. In one of the quiet moments,
I noticed that Chris had on new gym shoes. These
particular shoes were the newest of the new. Not
only were they a new purchase for Chris, but they
were the most recent addition to the line of Air


